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Generic Drift 

Wolves, Dingoes, and the Wild Dogs of Africa share certain characteristics of confirmation. 

When mankind keeps „hands off,‟ feral dogs such as these tend to be medium sized and 

rectangular, with pointed muzzles, and scissors bites designed to slash and tear and thereby 

kill their prey. The very survival of these wild canids depends on their ability to hunt and 

kill. And what is an ideal Boxer? Medium sized, to be sure, but square and undershot, with 
generous eyes frontally placed—the antithesis of Dingoes, African Wild Dogs, or Wolves  

While capable of great speed, and known for great strength, the Boxer is not a feral dog; 

the undershot Boxer was never designed to eat prey animals, but to confidently chase after 

them, and hold them until the human hunter arrived to end the encounter. He has been 

manipulated by mankind for centuries to become what the breed Standard demands today. 

And yet, how many of us would not admit that it is far easier to breed rectangular Boxers 

than square ones, or that we select for tall size because it is more striking and certainly 

more apt to stand out in the breed and Group ring? How many would assert that true Boxer 

head type—those beautiful dark full eyes, enough “fill” under them, proper width and depth 

of muzzle, proper meeting of lips and prominent chin, not to mention „tip-up‟ of nose--- is 

easier to manage than the generic, narrow muzzled, snipey heads, complete with almond 
eyes and overlips, that are so prominent in many of our rings these days?  

It is easier to go along with “what wins” or what “looks pretty” than it is to breed or reward 

a truly square, medium sized, sound, classically headed Boxer—the one mandated by the 

Standard. We have too many dog shows, and too many judges who are not especially 

knowledgeable about the breed, rewarding untypical specimens. As we see more and more 

breeders emerging due to the rising popularity of the Boxer, it is more and more disquieting 

to see the lack of type (and temperament) in the ring, often complete with purple ribbon at 

the end of the day.  

The buck stops with the breeder. Newbie or veteran alike, it is up to us to breed Boxers to 

be proud of—not necessarily Boxers who win on a given day. Quality will eventually shine. 

We need better Mentors and more breeders who will seek them out, more Breeder 

Education, and a better system of judging so that type is well rewarded and not shuffled to 

the end of the line because it is scarce. I think we need to remember those feral dogs the 

next time we are tempted to breed and show a striking Boxer who… doesn‟t really look 
much like one.  
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